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BTEC National EngineeringHodder Arnold, 2010

	Health and safety is of prime importance to all people working in manufacturing or engineering workplaces. Engineering can be, potentially, one of the most dangerous occupations workers can undertake because of the nature of the machinery, equipment, tools and techniques used. All workers should be protected from danger and risks to their...
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Discrete and Continuous Fourier Transforms: Analysis, Applications and Fast AlgorithmsCRC Press, 2008
Long employed in electrical engineering, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is now applied in a range of fields through the use of digital computers and fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms. But to correctly interpret DFT results, it is essential to understand the core and tools of Fourier analysis. Discrete and Continuous Fourier...
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The Political Uses of Expert Knowledge: Immigration Policy and Social ResearchCambridge University Press, 2009
PO L I T I C I A N S and civil servants seem to be attaching more weight to using research in policymaking than ever before. Over the past decade, it has become de rigueur for governments and international organizations to stress the need for ‘evidence-based’ policy. The tendency was well exemplified by the Labour administration that...
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Renewable Energy: Technology, Economics and EnvironmentSpringer, 2007
The utilisation of renewable energies is not at all new; in the history of mankind renewable energies have for a long time been the primary possibility of generating energy. This only changed with industrial revolution when lignite and hard coal became increasingly more important. Later on, also crude oil gained importance. Offering the...
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Prime Numbers and Computer Methods for Factorization (Modern Birkhäuser Classics)Birkhauser, 2011

	From the original hard cover edition:In the modern age of almost universal computer usage, practically every individual in a technologically developed society has routine access to the most up-to-date cryptographic technology that exists, the so-called RSA public-key cryptosystem. A major component of this system is the factorization of large...
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Frommer's Boston 2011 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Over the past 25 years, downtown Boston has changed in some significant way almost daily. A construction boom touched every corner of the city and transformed the South Boston waterfront. New hotels sprouted, in both custom-built structures and thoughtful transformations of historic buildings. And most important, a gargantuan construction...
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The Universalist Movement in America, 1770-1880Oxford University Press, 2005
"...an erudite and coherent analysis of Universalism as a powerful religious idea in the wider culture of American Protestantism."
-TLS

"Provides welcome guidance through the complexities of this neglected movement....this well-researched and well-argued book deserves a wide reading among early Americanists and...
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Electronic and Algorithmic Trading Technology: The Complete GuideAcademic Press, 2007

	Electronic and algorithmic trading has become part of a mainstream response to buy-side traders' need to move large blocks of shares with minimum market impact in today's complex institutional trading environment. This book illustrates an overview of key providers in the marketplace. With electronic trading platforms becoming...
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Microsoft Encyclopedia of Networking, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
Whether you're a system administrator, MCSA/MCSE certification candidate, or a CIO-here's definitive reference on the latest networking technologies and terminology. The superbly illustrated MICROSOFT ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NETWORKING, Second Edition, features thousands of entries-including many new entries and critical updates and revisions to the...
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Flavonoids: Chemistry, Biochemistry and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2005


	It is with great pleasure that we accepted the offer by CRC Press to assemble and edit this

	compilation of reviews on flavonoids and their properties and functions for the present

	volume. We considered the volume timely in that the last book of this general type, The

	Flavonoids—Advances in Research Since 1986 (edited by...
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Pentaho Data Integration Beginner's Guide, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get up and running with the Pentaho Data Integration tool using this hands-on, easy-to-read guide


	Overview

	
		Manipulate your data by exploring, transforming, validating, and integrating it
	
		Learn to migrate data between applications
	
		Explore several features of Pentaho Data...
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Europe: I Struggle, I OvercomeSpringer, 2009
Wilfried Martens - Europe: I Struggle, I Overcome Foreword by Angela Merkel

Wilfried Martens has devoted his entire life to politics: as student leader, youth activist, President of the Flemish Christian Democrats, Prime Minister of Belgium, President of the European People's Party and European statesman. In his autobiography...
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